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Redeeming Two Aunts and an Uncle
By Elizabeth Bracken
With prim lips, sculpted hair and batwing glasses,
in the passport photograph
taken for excursions to the Tyrol,
Lilian is every inch headmistress.
I send old pictures to her former pupils
shown dressed in hair-ribbons or pullovers.
Your aunt got me to the grammar school
my grateful correspondent tells me.
Dorothy looked after ageing parents,
taking care of farm accounts
before a late and childless marriage,
the main achievements flowers and cakes.
Her starched Red Cross uniform
is going on display at the museum.
Jack’s medals, as a Special Constable
with forty years Long Service Bar,
represent his public life.
There is no record of his countless trips
driving relatives to hospital,
always playing the supporting role.
Sorting out the contents of Church Farm
after the last of three bereavements
it is my final act to fling
a hundred years’ worth of dead keys
into the quiet stackyard pond
where once heavy horses drank their fill.
I know that there is nothing, nowhere left
which they will open now.

A favourite poem from Ivor Murrell:
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Favourite Poem cont.

I know most peoples’ choice of favourite
poems are selected from the canon of
English poetry, and I have done that before
for Ripples, but this favourite poem is by
one of our Suffolk Poetry Society members,
Elizabeth Bracken. I have been fortunate to
hear Elizabeth read this poem several
times, sometimes at my request and each
time I enjoy being introduced to her three
dead relatives. The title is Redeeming Two
Aunts and an Uncle and the poem does just
that. Each relative has a single stanza in
which the writer skilfully depicts their lives
in minimal words and their selfless efforts
for others. I told Elizabeth that the final
stanza always emotionally moves me. My
grandparents' small farm also had a horse

pond and the imagery of all these symbols
of security, the keys that now fit nothing,
being hurled into its abyss is a dramatic
closure to all the efforts of those three
relatives.
Anyone who reads their work publicly
knows how important it is to maintain an
emotional distance from the words you
have written. I should not have told
Elizabeth about the effect the final stanza
has on me because when we read together
recently, and at my request she read this
poem, I could tell she slowed slightly and
was reliving the final stanza!

Ivor Murrell


